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CUTTING SYSTEMS WITH GROUND DISCHARGE
BRUSHCUTTER deck 

installed on CL 62M - CL 75 - Climber
This cutting system:  

- is suitable for all conditions, including the heaviest and most demanding;
- is able to cut through everything that the machine can drive over with 
its motion and weight;

- is effective and fast even in the presence of tall grass, woody shrubs, 
seasonal prunings, reeds, etc., because of an innovative body open at 
both front and rear and special dedicated blades.

This cutting system:
- is entirely made of steel;
- works always parallel to the ground at all cutting heights;
- has a single blade ranging from 85 to 98 cm;
- has a robust central blade holder, designed to protect the transmission 
and absorb any abnormal impact;

- has floating cutting ends that retract in the event of a knock;
- has reversible blades that can be flipped over when one side is worn 
before sharpening is required.

LAWNMOWER deck 
installed on MD - FD - FM - ZT

This cutting system:
- is entirely made of steel;
- works always parallel to the ground at all cutting heights;
- can be 83 cm single-blade or with 3 blades mounted in individual 
housings ranging from 106 to 130 cm (depending on machine model);

- has robust multi-profile blades, engineered for the various types of 
decks and machines. These are designed to work in grass mowing, 
rustic cutting or mulching, without the need to modify or change anything.

This cutting system:   
- is suitable for mowing lawns and green areas, but also for occasional 
cuts of tall and challenging grass;

- is 2-in-1: side/rear discharge (depending on model) for all grass 
conditions and infrequent cuts or mulching for fine shredding of medium/
short grass;

-  has a Quick-Shift lever for swift change of the cutting mode (side/rear 
discharge or mulching) directly from the driver’s seat and without
interrupting work;

- achieves an excellent result even in situations where grass is tall or 
difficult: the quick change of the mowing mode allows the first cut to 
be made in side/rear discharge position and then a subsequent cut 
in mulching position. This allows the resulting material to be finely 
shredded for an excellent finish.
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